
Custom Legal Analytics For Winning Strategy 

Sometimes you will need to dive deeper into Lex Machina’s data than you can with 

our Legal Analytics platform. In this case our professional services organization is 

happy to support you. When needed, our team of legal data scientists and analysts 

delivers customized reports and data services for litigation decision support, patent 

portfolio analytics, and public policy-making.

Legal Analytics® Professional Services



Party Profiles
Received a demand letter or a complaint from an unfamiliar 

party? Want to analyze prior litigation behavior by that party, 

including the counsel it has used and the litigation history or 

its asserted patents, to accurately assess the threat? Arm 

yourself with knowledge of how long these party’s cases last 

and the types of outcomes they have achieved.

Law Firm Profiles
Want a comprehensive analysis of the tactics used, and 

results obtained, by your counsel, opposing counsel, or 

counsel you may want to retain? Our law firm profiles analyze 

counsel’s experience with specific judges, parties, opposing 

counsel, patents, and technologies, including case outcomes 

and overall win-loss records.

Case Law Trends and Custom Reports
From damages awards and attorney’s fees awards, to 

quantifying the application of legal doctrines, and statistical 

analysis of non-practicing entity litigation, we have confirmed 

suspected trends in case law that were difficult or impossible 

to assess prior to development of Lex Machina’s Legal 

Analytics.

Unique Bankruptcy Appeals Data
Choosing among districts in which to file? Appearing in front 

of a judge for the first time? Go beyond the district and judge 

analytics in our platform with a profile report that 

synthesizes trends in motion practice and case outcomes, 

patents asserted, patent outcomes, time to claim 

construction, trial, and termination, and the court’s 

experience with specific law firms and attorneys.

Peer Company Benchmarking
The most sophisticated companies not only use Legal 

Analytics to assess adverse parties – they use it to assess 

their own litigation strategies. Our peer company 

benchmarking reports evaluate strategic patent litigation 

behavior and compare it with the behavior of peers and 

competitors. 

DATASHEET

For more information or to see a live demo, visit www.lexmachina.com.

Lex Machina provides us unprecedented insight 
into the data needed to formulate effective 
litigation strategies.” – Liberty Media Corporation
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